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SMALL TOWNS,
BIG QUESTIONS

Lauren Gourley, LCSW IMH-E® (IV-C)

Therapist and Reflective Consultant

DUAL RELATIONSHIPS, ETHICS, AND BOUNDARIES

IN SMALL AND RURAL COMMUNITIES

WHY DOES THIS MATTER?

o Healthy and productive professional relationships are built on a strong 
foundation of ethical and reflective practice.

o Ethical practice helps us respond in times when our personal histories, 
identities, and values may be very different from clients; and in times when 
overlapping similarities may blur the lines of a professional relationship.  

o In moments of difficulty or crisis professional ethics help us make hard but 
important decisions.

LIVING, AND WORKING, IN SMALL / RURAL COMMUNITIES

Where do you live 
and work?

What is it like?
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THE CULTURE OF SMALL TOWNS

“…we began to elaborate on the 
features of rural practice as those of 
a unique and identifiable culture.”

-Stephen Behnke, PhD, JD, 2008

VALUES, AND ETHICS, AND LAWS (OH MY!)

What code or 
guidelines do you 
rely on in your 
practice?

RULES, POLICY, AND THE LAW

What rules, 
policies, or laws 
directly impact 
your practice?
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PROFESSIONAL VALUES – WI-AIMH

Relationships are central to all aspects of our work

Interactions with others are defined by mutual respect and trust

Reflective interactions are supported and encouraged

Self-care, flexibility and professional development is critical to quality work

Passion drives our work

Developing capacities of individuals, organizations and systems are built upon 
strengths

Open, honest and direct communication is necessary for the lived experience of our 
values and the accomplishment of our mission

THE WI-AIMH CODE OF ETHICS

Value: Importance of Relationships

A WI-AIMH service provider / professional understands the importance of relationship, the 
primary instrument for growth and change.

A WI-AIMH service provider / professional uses knowledge and skills to provide services that 
promote, support, restore and sustain nurturing relationships for all infants and families.

A WI-AIMH service provider / professional works to establish strong, collaborative 
relationships with community professionals to enhance services to all infants and families.

A WI-AIMH service provider / professional understands the importance of past relationship 
experiences to the development of current relationships.

Value: Respect for Ethnicity, Culture, Individuality and Diversity

A WI-AIMH service provider / professional understands and respects the uniqueness of each 
individual with respect for ethnicity, culture, individuality, and diversity in all aspects of infant 
and family practice.

THE WI-AIMH CODE OF ETHICS

Value: Integrity

A WI-AIMH service provider/professional practices in ways that are ethical, trustworthy, honest, 
responsible and reliable.

Value: Confidentiality

A WI-AIMH service provider/professional abides by the ethical standards of the agency or place 
of work and is guided by the legal and practice standards in human services.

Value: Knowledge and Skill Building

A WI-AIMH service provider/professional works continuously to acquire new knowledge and skills 
to enhance best practice within the infant and family field.

Value: Reflective Practice

A WI-AIMH service provider/professional seeks out and uses supervision and consultation to reflect 
on professional development and personal growth related to work with or on behalf of infants and 
families
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DIVERSITY-INFORMED TENETS FOR WORK WITH 
INFANTS, CHILDREN, AND FAMILIES
CENTRAL PRINCIPLE FOR DIVERSITY-INFORMED PRACTICE

1. Self-Awareness Leads to Better Services for Families: Working with infants, children, and families 
requires all individuals, organizations, and systems of care to reflect on our own culture, values and 
beliefs, and on the impact that racism, classism, sexism, able-ism, homophobia, xenophobia, and other 
systems of oppression have had on our lives in order to provide diversity-informed, culturally attuned 
services.

STANCE TOWARD INFANTS, CHILDREN, AND FAMILIES FOR DIVERSITY-INFORMED PRACTICE

2. Champion Children’s Rights Globally: Infants and children are citizens of the world. The global 
community is responsible for supporting parents/caregivers, families, and local communities in welcoming, 
protecting, and nurturing them.

3. Work to Acknowledge Privilege and Combat Discrimination: Discriminatory policies and practices 
that harm adults harm the infants and children in their care. Privilege constitutes injustice. Diversity-
informed practitioners acknowledge privilege where we hold it, and use it strategically and responsibly. 
We combat racism, classism, sexism, able-ism, homophobia, xenophobia, and other systems of oppression 
within ourselves, our practices, and our fields.

DIVERSITY-INFORMED TENETS FOR WORK WITH 
INFANTS, CHILDREN, AND FAMILIES
4. Recognize and Respect Non-Dominant Bodies of Knowledge: Diversity-informed practice 
recognizes non-dominant ways of knowing, bodies of knowledge, sources of strength, and routes to 
healing within all families and communities.

5. Honor Diverse Family Structures: Families decide who is included and how they are structured; no 
particular family constellation or organization is inherently optimal compared to any other. Diversity-
informed practice recognizes and strives to counter the historical bias toward idealizing (and conversely 
blaming) biological mothers while overlooking the critical child-rearing contributions of other parents and 
caregivers including second mothers, fathers, kin and felt family, adoptive parents, foster parents, and 
early care and educational providers.

PRINCIPLES FOR DIVERSITY-INFORMED RESOURCE ALLOCATION

6. Understand That Language Can Hurt or Heal: Diversity-informed practice recognizes the power of 
language to divide or connect, denigrate or celebrate, hurt or heal. We strive to use language (including 
body language, imagery, and other modes of nonverbal communication) in ways that most inclusively 
support all children and their families, caregivers, and communities.

DIVERSITY-INFORMED TENETS FOR WORK WITH 
INFANTS, CHILDREN, AND FAMILIES
7. Support Families in Their Preferred Language: Families are best supported in facilitating infants’ and 
children’s development and mental health when services are available in their native languages.

8. Allocate Resources to Systems Change: Diversity and inclusion must be proactively considered when doing 
any work with or on behalf of infants, children, and families. Resource allocation includes time, money, 
additional/alternative practices, and other supports and accommodations, otherwise systems of oppression 
may be inadvertently reproduced. Individuals, organizations, and systems of care need ongoing opportunities 
for reflection in order to identify implicit bias, remove barriers, and work to dismantle the root causes of 
disparity and inequity.

9. Make Space and Open Pathways: Infant, child, and family-serving workforces are most dynamic and 
effective when historically and currently marginalized individuals and groups have equitable access to a wide 
range of roles, disciplines, and modes of practice and influence.

ADVOCACY TOWARDS DIVERSITY, INCLUSION, AND EQUITY IN INSTITUTIONS

10. Advance Policy That Supports All Families: Diversity-informed practitioners consider the impact of policy 
and legislation on all people and advance a just and equitable policy agenda for and with families.

This is an update to the 2012 Diversity-Informed Infant Mental Health Tenets ©2018 by Irving Harris Foundation.
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ETHICAL CODE: INTEGRITY

A WI-AIMH service provider/professional practices in ways that are ethical, 
trustworthy, honest, responsible and reliable.

• Dual Relationships

• Boundaries

• Limited Resources / Scope of Practice

ETHICAL CODE: INTEGRITY

A WI-AIMH service provider/professional practices in ways that are ethical, 
trustworthy, honest, responsible and reliable.

• Self-disclosure

ETHICAL CODE: CONFIDENTIALITY

A WI-AIMH service provider/professional abides by the ethical standards of the 
agency or place of work and is guided by the legal and practice standards in 
human services.

• Confidentiality

• Multiple Ways of Knowing
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DIVERSITY INFORMED TENENT:
SELF-AWARENESS LEADS TO BETTER SERVICES FOR FAMILIES

Working with infants, children, and families requires all individuals, organizations, 
and systems of care to reflect on our own culture, values and beliefs, and on the 

impact that racism, classism, sexism, able-ism, homophobia, xenophobia, and other 
systems of oppression have had on our lives in order to provide diversity-informed, 

culturally attuned services.

How have cultural 
differences come into 
awareness during your 
work with families?

WI-AIMH VALUE

Self-care, flexibility and professional development is critical to quality work

• Being Seen – Everywhere

• Learning and growing in remote areas

LET’S DISCUSS

"When it comes to ethical 
decisions, there are no answers, 
there are only decisions.“

—Mel Gray and Jill Gibbons
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LET’S DISCUSS

o You are the primary professional support person for many of the families 
on your caseload.  You frequently run into the families in the community 
“after hours.”  Many families have access to your personal phone numbers 
and home address.  Several families live within a block or two of you.  Your 
partner works with one of the dads on your caseload.  How do you set and 
maintain personal boundaries?

o While beginning a relationship with a family newly referred to your 
caseload you realize that several other client families are closely related 
or connected with this family and for some time you have been aware of 
many concerning pieces of information about the family.  What do you do 
with this info as you start to form a relationship with the parent and 
children?

LET’S DISCUSS

o In your community there are now 2nd and 3rd generation families who
settled in the area after relocation due to refugee status who don’t often 
participate in community services within the region.  However, many of the 
families from this group do access services through your home visiting 
program.  What ethical and diversity informed tenants might be important 
to keep in mind while serving this community?

o Over the weekend you attend a community event on your own time and 
informally learn of minor substance abuse within a family on your caseload.  
This family’s child protective services worker is very concerned about them 
and the worker has previously asked that you report what you see to them.  
How do you proceed?  

COME TOGETHER..

•Thoughts?

•Challenges?

•Questions?
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LET’S DISCUSS

"When it comes to ethical 
decisions, there are no answers, 
there are only important 
opportunities to reflect.”

—Lauren Gourley

WHAT HELPS IN QUESTIONABLE MOMENTS?

o “Don’t just do something, sit there”

o Reflective stance

o Perspective taking

o Consultation

o Documentation

AN ACTION PLAN FOR NAVIGATING COMPLEXITY

o Ask questions

o Consider multiple viewpoints / perspectives

o Consider your own and your clients’ values, cultural identities, 
and ethical code(s) 

o Seek consultation and reflective supervision / consultation

o Document!
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FINAL THOUGHTS

“A primary objective for rural and 
other small-community practitioners is 
to keep the needs of clients foremost 
and to be vigilant in situations that 
could impair the practitioner’s 
objectivity.”  

- Janet A. Schank -
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